Finding Returns in Falling and Rising Markets

The Investing Evolved framework focuses on diversification of not only asset classes, but also
strategies. One component of the framework is the use of tactical strategies; but what does it mean
to be tactical and how might they be used in a portfolio?

Tactical Strategies
Tactical strategies are a way to provide additional sources
of return into a portfolio through active management.
Tactical, or active management, doesn’t just mean there is
a lot of trading and turnover in the portfolio, it could mean
that the portfolio is going to look very different from a
traditional diversified benchmark with concentrations in
certain sectors or industries.
Tactical strategies can be thought of as tools to help with
some of the emotions that come with investing over the
long term. In market declines, investor emotions are
running high as portfolio values are declining with the
market downturn. Tactical Limit Loss strategies can help
ease those emotions by being able to adjust how much
equity exposure they hold and subsequently limiting their
participation on the downside. In market rallies, investor
emotions also run high if portfolio values are not keeping up
with the market. Tactical Enhanced Return strategies seek
to help during these times, as they are typically fully
invested in the equity market and make decisions to take
targeted exposure to specific sectors, industries or regions.
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Tactical Limit Loss
Tactical Limit Loss strategies adjust their equity exposure based upon a proprietary signal that indicates the level of risk in the
market. As market risk rises, Tactical Limit Loss strategies reduce their equity exposure, and as market risk falls, the strategies
increase their equity exposure. By reducing exposure to equities as they fall, the strategy typically doesn’t fall as much as the
market and subsequently doesn’t take as long, or need as much return, to recover (see chart Growth of $ Oct 2007 – Apr 2010).
However, because these strategies are reactive to, rather than predictive of market risk, they tend to lag following the turning
point of the market as they readjust their equity exposure (see chart Growth of $ Mar 2009 – Apr 2010).
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The charts above show the returns of the index we use to represent Tactical Limit Loss strategies, the S&P 500 Daily Risk
Control 10% index, alongside US equites, represented by the S&P 500. From the peak of the market in 2007 to the bottom in
2009, shown in the first chart, we can see how the Tactical Limit Loss strategies did not fall as much, a result of equity exposure
being reduced from 65% to 21%. By reducing the drawdown, the strategy was able to recover to a breakeven point much more
quickly than US equities. But the Achilles heel with these strategies, as shown in the second chart, is that they typically don’t
keep up with the market as it rebounds. The Tactical Limit Loss equity exposure is significantly lower at the turning point and will
not be able to keep pace with the market. Over this time tactical limit strategies tend to be adjusting equity exposure higher,
and equities rose from the 21% in March 2008 to 84% in April 2010.
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Tactical Enhanced Return Strategies
In contrast, Tactical Enhanced Return strategies tend to target specific sectors, industries, factors, regions or countries
and rotate exposures over time based on their outlook. Exposures could be taken based on relative valuations measures,
consideration of economic or business cycle, or return potential based upon the trend in prices.

Source: Zephyr Style Advisor

The chart above ranks the sectors for each year from the best performing to the worst and shows which sectors outperformed
the S&P 500 and which ones underperformed. It’s clear to see there is little consistency in the top-performing sectors and the
range of outperforming returns that could be possible for an active manager who can rotate across sectors.
While Tactical Enhanced Return strategies could outperform a broad index in both positive and negative markets, the role in the
portfolio for these strategies is really to add value during market rallies. Having exposure to the markets and seeking to add
value over a broadly diversified index through their active management should provide a boost to returns as markets rebound.

Takeaways
Tactical strategies should complement your core portfolio of equities and fixed income; their role in the portfolio is to offer
additional sources of return for different market environments. Tactical Limit Loss strategies are designed to limit losses during
falling markets while Tactical Enhanced Returns are designed to take advantage of rising markets. Since we don’t know when
the market will rise and fall, we believe these strategies should be a consistent part of a long-term, goals-based portfolio.
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This is for informational purposes only, is not a solicitation, and should not be considered investment, legal, or tax advice.
The information in this report has been drawn from sources believed to be reliable, but its accuracy is not guaranteed,
and is subject to change. Investors seeking more information should contact their financial advisor. Financial advisors
may seek more information by contacting AssetMark at 800-664-5345.
Investing involves risk, including the possible loss of principal. Past performance does not guarantee future
results. Asset allocation cannot eliminate the risk of fluctuating prices and uncertain returns. There is no guarantee that
a diversified portfolio will outperform a non-diversified portfolio. No investment strategy, such as asset allocation, can
guarantee a profit or protect against loss. Actual client results will vary based on investment selection, timing, and
market conditions. It is not possible to invest directly in an index.
Investments in mutual funds and exchange traded funds that hold equities, bonds, and other securities can decline
significantly in response to adverse market conditions, company-specific events, changes in exchange rates, and
domestic, international, economic, and political developments. Investments in bonds and fixed income related securities
also involve market and interest rate risk (prices can decline, if interest rates increase), and default risk (an issuer being
unable to repay principal and interest). High-yield bonds are generally subject to greater risk of default and volatility, than
investment-grade bonds. Real estate investments are subject to credit and market risks, typically based on changes in
interest rates and varied economic conditions. Investing in alternative investments, including managed futures,
commodities, and currencies is not appropriate for all persons, as the risk of loss is substantial. Investments in futures
involve market, counterparty, leverage, liquidity, interest rate, foreign currency, commodity, volatility, and other risks.
For more complete information about the various investment solutions available, including the investment
objectives, risks and fees, please refer to the Disclosure Brochure and applicable Fund Prospectus. Please read
them carefully before investing. For a copy, please contact your AssetMark Consultant or Financial Advisor.
CFA® and Chartered Financial Analyst® are registered trademarks owned by CFA Institute.
ssetMark, Inc. is an investment adviser registered with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission. Savos
Investments is a division of AssetMark. AssetMark and third-party strategists are separate and unaffiliated companies.
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